
CITY COMMISSION

CITY OF TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES, NEW MEXICO
Wednesday, November 12, 2008

REGULAR MEETING

Minutes

TIME & PLACE:     The Mayor and the City Commission of the City of Truth or
Consequences in the County of Sierra and State of New Mexico
met in Regular Session in full conformity with the law and
ordinances of said Commission in the Commission Chambers of
said City, on Wednesday, November 12, 2008 at 6: 00 P. M.

PRESIDING The meeting was called to order by Mayor Montgomery who
OFFICER:       presided and Mary B. Penner, City Clerk acted as Secretary of the

meeting.

ATTENDANCE:      Upon calling the roll the following Commissioners were reported
present:

Hon. Lori S. Montgomery, Mayor
Hon. Jerry Stagner, Mayor Pro- tem
Hon. Steve Green, Commissioner

Hon. Evelyn B. Renfro, Commissioner

Hon. Freddie Torres, Commissioner

Also present:

Jaime R. Aguilera, City Manager

Jay Rubin, City Attorney
Mary B. Penner, City Clerk

QUORUM:      There being a quorum present the Commission proceeded with the
business at hand.

CEREMONY:  Mayor Montgomery called for fifteen seconds of Silent Meditation.

Mayor Montgomery called for the Pledge of Allegiance.

APPROVAL OF Mayor Montgomery called for approval of the Agenda,  and

AGENDA:       indicated there is one change... item # 6 — Presentation by Police
Department—" BRAM" will be removed from the agenda.

Commissioner Stagner moved approval of the Agenda with the
change."

Seconded by Commissioner Green.
Motion carried unanimously.

City Manager Aguilera stated that Jim McAfoos has just retired
from the City of T or C after a long term of service with the City,
and stated that he has been invaluable to the City as a manufacturer
of equipment.  He indicated he has built equipment for various city
vehicles, and that he also did those cut-outs on the island located in
front of Bullocks.

Commissioners Torres and Renfro stated he also did the cemetery
gates and Christmas ornaments.
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City Manager Aguilera stated he has just about done everything,
and at this time Mayor Montgomery presented Mr. McAfoos with a
certificate from the City of Truth or Consequences, and thanked
him for his dedication and service to the City. and wished him well
on his retirement.

RESPONSE TO City Manager Aguilera stated the comment from Mr. Barszcz was
PUBLIC

some time ago, and they could not respond until they received the
COMMENT:   decision from the Attorney General.   And stated in no way does

this indicate that the City is involved in what is going on with the
hospital... and that this is a JPC issue... Governing Board issue not a
City of Truth or Consequences issue.

He stated in response Mr. Barszcz had protested to the AG in an
effort to stop the construction of the hospital... the facts of the issue
as presented by the AG are that the JPC appointed a hospital
committee with the understanding that the committee was to
present options to the JPC, and therefore they were not subject to
the Open Meetings Act because they were a recommending body to
the JPC.

City Manager Aguilera stated after months of research the study
committee came back with the finding that a new hospital should
be constructed... unfortunately there is no record that the hospital
committee reported to the JPC, and the JPC gave them the go ahead

to continue in their quest for property, and explained once they
crossed that line and began to operate on their own and took it upon
themselves to look for property, although with the concurrence of
the JPC but not with the direction.

He indicated it was a minor violation, unintentional, and does not
show a pattern, and stated the AG has reviewed the record of
meetings of the JPC, and Governing Body and found no violations
of the OMA, or any other violations of the OMA... just that one
instance.

City Manager Aguilera stated the AG' s office has recommended a
fix"  for the situation which is that the study committee have

another meeting... publicize it and list the item on the agenda which
is the 3 options that they were told to look at, and make a decision
in public and that will cure the problem.

He stated the actions by Mr. Barszcz... look at this issue in an effort

to kill the hospital issue, and stated what that has done to the
hospital in terms of the cost of a new hospital, and stated it is in the
hundreds of thousands of dollars.    And indicated the study
committee will cure the problem when they have their meeting.

COMMENTS Mayor Montgomery reminded the public that she has been directed
FROM THE by the City Commission to limit items to the items on the agenda
PUBLIC: that are business items.

Mr. Gerald Trumbull came before the Commission and stated that
Mr. Barszcz is not here to speak for himself, and that he does know
that Mr. Barszcz has never intended to stop the hospital project, but
wants to stop the Smith Street land sale.  And he went on to read
from a flyer..." Just Say No to the land deal on the Smith Street
property, and stated that our hospital is presently $ 700,000 in debt,

and do they the tax payers want to own an over priced piece of
property.  And just Say Yes to new options for a new hospital, and
stated that Friday November 14`"  at 11: 00 A.  M.,  in the City
Commission Chambers there will be a steering committee meeting
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on this issue.

Mr.  Gerald Boland came before the Commission and wanted

everybody to know that the AG is in the executive branch of
government, not the judicial branch of government.

He stated he would like that the City investigate then vendors of the
gasoline in this town to see if there is " price fixing."  And stated

that it looks like they are still stiffing them in town, Elephant Butte
and Williamsburg.

Ms. April Schmidlapp came before the Commission and stated that
on February 6,  2008 during the municipal campaign that Mr.
Steven L.  Green was working at a public polling place for the
Democratic Presidential Preference Caucus Election, and indicated
his name badge read... Steve outlined in bright green

marker... different from all the other poll workers, and stated he
was one of two people signing in voters, and telling people he was
running for T or C City Commissioner and to please vote.

She stated she witnessed Mr. Green' s behaviors first hand as did
her friend who went to vote with her, and others including a T or C
Police Officer, and indicated unfair electioneering is a term known
under election laws... specifically campaigning too closely to an
election polling place is a crime and punishable as a fourth degree
felony for each violation.  And stated that Mr. Green influenced up

to 680 Democratic voters on the February
6t" 

election... what was

he thinking, or was there an intentional conspiracy plan with his
supervisor... Ms.   Deborah L.   Toomey,   the Sierra County

Democratic Chairperson who is in charge of that election to

knowingly give Mr. Green an unfair advantage, and stated after all
Ms. Toomey issued a death threat to her a few months earlier.

Ms. Schmidlapp stated the record will show that Mr. Green won his
seat by only 72 votes, and that a recall election can easily be
pursued at a minimum for consideration to Mr. Taylor and Mr.
Lucero who also lost to Mr. Green.  She stated this case has been

reviewed by NM Deputy Secretary of State Don Francisco Trujillo
I1, Daniel R. Miera Administrator of the Bureau of Elections in the
Office of the NM Secretary of State,  and Mr.  Zach Shandler

Assistant to the NM Attorney General.

She stated earlier this Spring she retained the legal services of
Alamogordo Election Law Attorney Mr. Miguel Garcia, and stated
that criminal behavior has been identified and can be prosecuted,
and stated that the NM State Police is considering further
charges... criminal against Mr. Green, Ms. Toomey, and people she
call friends.  She stated the next step before a recall election, and

filing criminal charges... she is asking this Commission to seek Mr.
Green' s resignation immediately on the basis of ethics... please post

this as an agenda item for their next meeting.

Mr. Ronald Fenn came before the Commission and stated he would
like to comment on the e- mail that he received from Mr. Aguilera

concerning the transcription of minutes from the August 18th public

hearing on the Motorplex issue.  He stated he has not yet reviewed

the minutes but in terms of there being " a reflection" on what was
recorded that day,"  it would seem to him that this is the 21"

century... to blame equipment is a rather lame issue.

He indicated he has listened to the recording and believes it could
be enhanced by a confident audio engineer to the point that the
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majority of the testimony would be able to be transcribed, and
stated if the comments of the public are to be valued or sought after
that it behooves the City to provide proper equipment and
competent operation so the input from the public is able to be
transcribed and added to public record.  And if they don' t wish to
hear terms like conspiracy and blatantly inaccurate... do something
to avoid it, but please do not void their comments.

Mr.  Fenn stated this is their City and they elect officials to
represent them, and hire others to manage the day to day business
they are concerned about what is done on their behalf, and stated
they have the right to be heard, and given serious consideration and
have their comments entered into the official record especially
during public hearings on maters that greatly effect the quality of
life in their community.

Ms. Aerial Dougherty came before the Commission and would like
to speak on the approval of the minutes of August 18`" Public

Hearing Special Meeting vs.  their first amendment rights.   She

stated over the past months as she has collected documents from
the City Clerks office,  and indicated on numerous occasions
discussed with staff there arduous task of transcribing audio tapes,
and indicated she has also transcribed tapes, and that it is very time
consuming, and depending on the speaker hard to get the rhythm of
his or her voice.  She indicated with many city meetings and lately
with long meetings transcriptions consumes most of the working
hours of the three clerks.

She stated the venue for the August
181" 

meeting was the Ralph
Edwards Auditorium... and echo chamber, and indicated the City' s
recording was so poor they relied on audio recordings by KCHS,
and they claim these are verbatim minutes, and true and correct

transcription, and because there are long sections throughout the
transcription where it reads inaudible, inaudible, inaudible... these

minutes cannot be called verbatim... maybe a partial transcription,

but not verbatim, and stated there is the issue of audible and after
hours of transcription, it can be frustrating and do no want to go
back one more time and try to hear it again, and asked the public
how many have heard these audio tapes, and stated no one she has
heard complained that they are completely inaudible, and of course
these are people not doing the transcriptions.

Ms. Dougherty stated lastly by not accurately reflecting the intent
and or actual words that they stated at that meeting they violate
their first amendment rights... which includes their rights to have it
recorded in the public records properly.  And she is aware that the

pressure are upon the City to approve these minutes, and if they
must pass these minutes,  but do so only with a proviso like
this... Not verbatim,  and fully inclusive of the intent of all

speakers, and refer to the audio tape for fuller accuracy.

Ms.  Sophia Perron came before the Commission and stated she
agrees with the previous two speakers about the minutes,  and

would like to speak to the recall election.  And stated as they know
in March if the recall election is successful... it' s at the Mayor' s

whim who will be replacing Commissioner Stagner...

And Commissioner Renfro stated no ma' am.

Ms. Perron— who does that?

And Commissioner Renfro stated it is the entire Commission.
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Ms. Perron stated she thinks it would be appropriate to get public

input also on that, and indicated any other Commissioners that
maybe recalled between now...they might have more work on their
hands.

Mr. Leroy Henderson came before the Commission and in listening
to Mr. Aguilera' s comments about the AG' s opinion on this, and

stated everyone of these interpretations that have been made by the
hospital study committee,  the JPC,  and Mr.  Aguilera on this

particular issue have been wrong, and even response to the AG
have been wrong.

He went on to read a message from the Sierra County Public
Interest Group similar to one that was read earlier by Mr. Trumbull,
and urged the public to attend the steering committee meeting this
Friday November 14`"  at 11: 00 A.M.,  here at the Commission

Chambers. He indicated the hospital was 7 million dollars in debt.

Mr. Charles Kuhne came before the Commission representing the
Sierra County senior citizens, and stated someone from that group
will be attending and monitoring the City Commission meetings.
And mentioned they have done very well for them in the past and
hope they continue for them in the future.

Commissioner Torres stated he would like to ask a question and

Mayor Montgomery stated she does not know if that would be
appropriate at this time.  She stated there are several things that she

is concerned with because they are currently engaged in a law suit,
and does not want to go into a lot of details, and would like to refer

to Mr. Rubin after a period of time.

Commissioner Torres stated then maybe I should put it this way,
and maybe he needs to ask Mr. Henderson... he is accusing them of
this and that, and he would like for him to bring them facts so they
can look into it.

City Attorney Rubin — Commissioner Torres... they have the right
to respond at the next meeting or the option to respond tonight or
the next meeting... maybe it' s appropriate for the next meeting.

Commissioner Torres stated bring specifics.

CONSENT Mayor Montgomery stated they have several items under the
CALENDAR:  Consent Calendar — Minutes of the Special Meeting for Public

Hearing - City Commission — August 18, 2008, Minutes of the

Regular Meeting  —  City Commission  —  10/ 14/ 08  &  10/ 28/ 08,

Accounts Payable — October 2008, & October 2008 LDWI Grant

Reimbursement.

Commissioner Stagner moved approval of the Consent Calendar

as presented."

Seconded by Commissioner Green.
Motion carried unanimously.

City Attorney Rubin stated he it would be appropriate to say
something about the August 18`

h

minutes, and that he and the City
Manager talked about that today, and they agreed that the minutes,
and even though it reflects the word inaudible... it actually as they
describe... define the minutes actually do represent an accurate
transcription of what the City Clerk was able to transcribe after
listening to the tape and putting them on to paper, so that is why he
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thinks it is appropriate to go forward.

DRAFT Mayor Montgomery stated the following are draft minutes from
MINUTES:      various boards provided to the Commission for their information,

and are non-action items.

BOARD None.

COMMITTEE

REPORTS:

PUBLIC None.

HEARINGS:

PROPOSED City Manager Aguilera stated this is the ordinance that is required
ORDINANCE    —   to be adopted by the City of T or C, and explained this is for the
FOR NMFA loan to borrow $ 3, 379,928 from NMFA, and to be paid back with

LOAN:   pledged funds which is a '/ 4% GRT that the City instituted years
ago for the purpose of recreation and public

buildings/ infrastructure.

He stated most of that income from that GRT will be used to pay
for the loan, and as the GRT increases then there will be an amount
available to use for other projects.

Commissioner Renfro moved the publication of the proposed

ordinance to accept the NMFA loan."

Seconded by Commissioner Torres.
Motion carried unanimously.

RESOLUTION City Manager Aguilera stated the clerk has prepared the resolution
20- 08/ 09:       for the special recall election that will be held March 6, 2009 in

SPECIAL English and Spanish, and recommendation is for approval of the

RECALL: resolution.

Commissioner Renfro asked why they did not have a date for the
persons desiring to register, must register with the Sierra County
Clerk no later than... and indicated that should have been

determined by the County Clerk.

Clerk Penner stated she talked with the County Clerk, and also this
was during their general election,  and that she will have to

determine that date and will get back with me.

Commissioner Renfro stated she did not mind approving the
resolution but to come back with the date to be entered,  and

announced at a commission meeting.

Commissioner Renfro moved adoption of Resolution # 20- 08/ 09

with the stipulation that the date be determined by the County Clerk
as soon as possible and report back at a City Commission
Meeting."

Seconded by Commissioner Torres.
Motion carried unanimously.

MOU WITH City Manager Aguilera stated the MOU that was provided to them,
SIERRA and indicated it is similar to what he is handing out except for the
COUNTY:       items that are highlighted.    He stated the changes they were

provided were just submitted by the County Manager, and stated
they have to do with the scope of duties where it states... the City
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shall, and that there is some minor changes, and where it states the

County shall, and that it changed considerably, and still has the
same idea,  and that is they will provide the funding which is

583. 00 per month, and other agencies who will be contributing,
and also the signature page was changed from the County Manager
to the County Board, and recommendation is for approval of the
MOU which essentially makes the City the fiscal agent for the
tourism director instead of SCEDO.

Commissioner Renfro asked City Attorney Rubin if he had any
comments, and City Attorney Rubin stated he thought it was fine,
and noted there was no hold harmless provision included, but the

City Manager did not think it was necessary so they did not pursue
it.

Commissioner Green moved approval of the MOU between the

City of Truth or Consequences and Sierra County."

Seconded by Commissioners Stagner/Renfro.
Motion carried unanimously.

BICYCLE City Manager Aguilera stated he would like to run an idea by the
RENTAL City Commission, and indicated the Police Department picks up
PROGRAM:    bicycles here and there by finding them abandoned or confiscates

them.  He stated the have put articles in the paper asking people to
claim these bicycles and have had no success.

He stated in the past they have auctioned them off and they do not
get much for them, and his idea is when tourists come and visit our

community they may enjoy bicycling, and that it would be a service
to them, and a service to the City by reducing pollution, and he
would like to recommend a program that would allow them to rent

bicycles at no cost to anyone who comes to the city clerk' s office
with proper identification,  and have them sign a hold-harmless

agreement so the City would not be liable if anything happens to
them.

City Manager Aguilera stated there is a possibility that maybe one
of the local merchants might take on the program in which case the

bikes would be available through the week-end as opposed only

Monday through Friday.

Commissioner Green stated he thinks it is an outstanding idea, and
suggested having different businesses are given the option  " to

adopt a bike," and to make sure the bikes have good tires and

brakes and safe to operate.  And possibly paint them green which is
a statement about the City' s position on pollution, and they would
be very easy to identify.

Mayor Montgomery stated her only concern is who the individual
or business would be to take care of this for the City in order to
give everyone an opportunity to do this, and that they need to be
very careful of how they go forward in determining which business
would take care of that for them.

Commissioner Renfro also thought it was a good idea and with the

hold-harmless agreement so they would not have any liability
issues.

It was the consensus of the Commission to have the City Manager
proceed and bring it back to the Commission at a future meeting.
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AWARD OF City Manager Aguilera stated that Mr.  Bolling local architect
CONTRACT FOR originally drew up the plans for the Veterans Museum.  He stated

MUSEUM:      the plans were put out to bid, and indicated they received 1 bidder
who was disqualified because it was not submitted correctly, and
stated the project was changed a little bit to try and reduce the
amount of money, and that Mr. Bolling changed the plans.

He stated they put it out to bid once again, and only received 1 bid
and the same person, and stated the bid was rejected because it was

over-bid, and explained State law indicates that after they bid a
project twice then they can negotiate the award.

City Manager Aguilera stated they invited 3 companies to give
them some bids including the one company that had been bidding,
and the other 2 companies chose not submit any quotes, and that
they ended up negotiating with the same company that kept
responding.    He stated then they submitted it to the Veterans
Advisory Board, and they recommended along with the architect
and the City Manager that they award the bid to the contractor that
they had been talking to.

He stated the bid was awarded by the City Commission with the
proviso that they meet all the normal criteria such as the
performance bond.   And indicated that the contractor failed to

produce a performance bond, and repeated attempts to contact him

have also failed,  and they once again began negotiating with
another contractor.

City Manager Aguilera stated the Veterans Board asked SmithCo if
they would be interested in submitting a bid in which they did.  He

stated the good news is that SmithCo is actually $ 100, 000 below

the last contractor they had negotiated with.  And stated the total

cost of the bid is $ 478, 500 which includes the two wings, and

stated they have done work with them before and are reputable, and
they are local, and recommendation is for award of bid to SmithCo
for$ 478, 500 plus GRT.

He explained it is the same contract that the Commission approved

before with only the name of the contractor changed, and the bid
amount, and indicated that Mr. Bolling is in the audience along
with Ms. Merry Jo Fahl if they have any questions.

Mayor Montgomery stated the cost is plus GRT, and referred to
page 1 under compensation... but does not mention the GRT in the

paragraph, and only mentions the contractor fee, and wondered if
that would be a problem.

City Manager Aguilera stated he thinks it is a good idea to add that
language.

Commissioner Stagner moved approval the award of contract

between the City of T or C and SmithCo."

Seconded by Commissioner Green.
Motion carried unanimously.

DISCUSSION     —   City Manager Aguilera stated the tree lighting normally takes place
TREE LIGHTING the first part of December.     He indicated there have been

CEREMONY:  discussions from a downtown group, and they asked the State main
street program to come down and they held a meeting last
Thursday.
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He indicated that the Gallery Hop for December will conflict with
the luminaria event held at Elephant Butte State Park, and possibly

look at changing tactics and changing the Gallery Hop to Friday
December 12`h, and also talked about making it a Christmas Party
downtown.

City Manager Aguilera stated they thought it would be nice to have
the tree lighting ceremony downtown and people could mingle
throughout the downtown area, and stated the theatre owner is

hoping to get one of the classic movies and show it that night.

He stated they would like to join it together with the lighting
ceremony, and that the lighting ceremony could be held at the
Evelyn Renfro Park, and then move into the Youth Center with
Santa Clause,  cookies,  and punch,  and have the downtown

merchants open and have refreshments.

City Manager Aguilera stated they may also close Broadway
between 5- 10 P.  M.,  that evening,  and they also talked about

putting fire pits along Broadway with the whole idea being a festive
occasion.

Mayor Montgomery stated the possibility of having the events at
the Senior Recreation Center, and also talked about bringing in a
wagon.

The rest of the Commission also thought having it in the downtown
area was a good idea.

OLD BUSINESS:     None.

REPORTS:      CITY MANAGER—

City Manager Aguilera stated that was the new trash truck that was
outside, and reported it came in just in time as the old truck was

red-tagged by our mechanics.

He stated he has been attending the meetings for the Main Street
Program, and that it seems it is starting to take off.

CITY ATTORNEY—No report.

COMMISSIONERS—

Commissioner Stagner— No report.

Commissioner Green stated he would like to welcome 3 new

businesses that opened up last week, the restaurant on Broadway
where the old Cuchillo Cafe was called Grant Court Parlor, an

Internet Coffee Shop that opened up on Main Street where the T or
C Coffee was located, and an antique store called Misc. on Main
Street.  He indicated they have opened up within the last week, and
wishes them prosperity and longevity.

He stated he would like to comment on Ronald Fenn' s remarks

from the last meeting in relation to the billboard on I-25, and when
he was talking about that instantly the image of when you sit on an
airplane, and they start giving them the safety precautions and tell
them if the plane looses pressure the air will come down the mask,
and what do they tell you to do... put the mask on yourself first, and

then take care of the person sitting next to you.  And he thinks that
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is what Elephant Butte is doing... they have worked with them very,
very closely on a lot of projects, and they continue to work with
them, but you have to take care of your own business, and he thinks
there is some initiatives that staff has started... and his fellow
commissioners have started here... that they will be taking he thinks
a good look at in January, and maybe branding and marketing and
doing those things for their community... maybe a little bit better

than they do.

Commissioner Green stated he attended a meeting of the Main
Street Institute given by NM Economic Development.  He stated it

was a branding workshop, and entitled " Branding Your Community
Setting You Apart from the Herd."  And that it was attended by

Las Cruces, Albuquerque, Raton, Belen, Truth or Consequences,
Farmington, Silver City and Cuba.  He stated their take on it is that

they are head and shoulders above a lot of communities, and that
they are all facing the same type of challenge as they are, and
thought it was a great workshop and that he learned a lot.

He also reported that this last week- end most of the motels were
booked up... Run for the Wall, the car show, the Galley Hop, and
indicated the town was absolutely cooking, and it is great to see
that type of energy.

Commissioner Torres— No report.

Commissioner Renfro— No report.

Mayor Montgomery stated she would like to thank everyone who
came out and supported the Veterans during Veterans Day, and on
Saturday for all the festivities.

EXECUTIVE Commissioner Green moved that the meeting be closed for Closed
SESSION:       Executive Session— Pending or Threatened Litigation 10- 15AH( 7),

Update on McCans Case."

Seconded by Commissioner Stagner.
All responded Yes to a Roll Call Vote.

Motion carried unanimously.

OPEN MEETING:    " Mayor Montgomery stated that the Commission was now in Open
Session."

CERTIFICATION    " Commissioner Stagner certified that only matters pertaining to
Pending or Threatened Litigation 10- 15- 1H( 7) were discussed in

Executive Session, and no action was taken."

Seconded by Commissioner Green.
Motion carried unanimously.

ADJOURNMENT:   There being no further business to come before the Commission the
meeting was adjourned.

APPROVAL:   PASSED AND APPROVED this      ,
r

day of

2008,    on motion duly made by
Commissioner seconded by
Commissioner '   and carried.
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LORI S. MONTGOMERY, MAY

ATTEST:

Y-1] 2A&i--  A5
MARY B. P NNER, CITY CLERK
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